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ABSTRACT

An expert system has been developed that provides 20-hour
<

forecasts of roadway and bridge frost for locations in Iowa.

Th~

system is based on analysis of frost observations taken by highway
maintenance personnel, analysis of conditions leading to frost as
obtained from meteorologists with experience in forecasting bridge
and roadway frost,
frost processes.

and from fundamental physical principles of
The expert system requires the forecaster to

enter information on recent maximum and minimum temperatures and
forecasts

of

maximum

and

minimum

air

temperatures,

dew-point

temperatures, precipitation, cloudiness, and wind speed.
The system has been used operationally for the last two frost
seasons by Freese-Notis Associates, who have been under contract
with the Iowa DOT to supply frost

forecasts.

The operational

meteorologists give the system their strong endorsement.

They

always consult the system before making a frost forecast unless
conditions clearly indicate frost is not likely.

In operational

use, the system is run several times with different input values to
test the sensitivity of frost formation on a particular day to
various meteorological parameters.

The users comment. that the

system helps them to consider all the factors relevant to frost
formation and is regarded as an office companion for making frost
forecasts.

l

I.

Introduction
Under this research project we have done an in-depth study of

the characteristics of frost
bridges

in

Iowa.

We

and frost

have

characteristics as the basis
system

for

forecasting

used

for

frost

on

formation on roads and
these

frost

formation

the development of an expert
bridges

and

roadways.

The

resulting expert system was tested in its initial version during·
the winter

of

1989-90 by Freese-Notis Associates during

period of contract with the IDOT for frost forecasts.
the

fir~t

their

Results of

year of operational use and additional data on frost

formation led to a revised version that was used operationally by
Freese-Notis during the winter of 1990-91.
season,

the

system

was

University meteorology

used

faculty

During this same winter

independently

by

an

Iowa

State

member on an episodic basis

to

provide an independent evaluation of the system performance during
particularly difficult cases.
Reports of the results of this project have been made through
oral presentations at the following conferences:
a)

Sixth International Conference on Interactive Information and
Processing
systems
for
Meteorology,
Oceanography,
and
Hydrology, Anaheim California, February 1990.

b)

Fourth Workshop on Artificial Intelligence Research in
Environmental Sciences, Montreal, Canada, 24-27 September 1990

Written reports on project results have been published as follows:
a)

Takle, E. s., ands. T. Hansen, Jr., 1990:
Development and
validation of an expert system for forecasting frost on
bridges and roadways.
Preprints,
Sixth International
conference on Interactive Information and Processing systems
for Meteorology,
oceanography,
and Hydrology.
American
Meteorological Society. 197-200.

- 2 -

b)

Takle, E. s., 1990: Bridge and roadway frost: occurrence and
prediction by use of an expert system.
Journal of Applied
Meteorology, 29, 727-734.

c)

Takle, E. s., 1990: An expert system for forecasting frost on
bridges and roadways: ,Operational experience. Abstracts of
the Fourth AIRIES Workshop. Montreal Canada.

Copies of these three reports are attached as the Appendix to this
final report.

In addition, the detailed summary of results of the

survey of IDOT maintenance workers entitled "Bridge and Roadway
Frost Survey" ( June, 1988; 44 pages) was submitted to the IDOT as
an appendix to the progress report in June 1988.

The body of this

final report will provide only an overview of project activities
and results, and more details can be found in the reports in the
appendix and the previously submitted survey summary.

II.

Frost occurrences
Frost generally is more prevalent in the northwestern part of

the state and least likely in the southeast.

Sioux City, in the

Missouri River Valley, reports by far the largest annual number of
frost qccurrences

( 58 on average)

having 3 to 4 times as many

occurrences as cities in southeastern Iowa.

Scattered frost occurs

about twice as frequently as widespread frost.
variability

of

widespread frost.

scattered

frost

also

is

about

The interannual
twice

that

of

Maps of bridge and roadway f.rost occurrence over

the state of Iowa are given in Figures 2 and 3 in the Appendix.

III. Development of the expert system
The characteristics of frost occurrence ·as dete.rmined from
IDOT records, together with a survey of frost observations by IDOT

- 3 -

maintenance

workers

and

the

frost

forecasting

experience

of

meteorologists were used as the basis for developing a set of rules'
and conditions for forecasting frost by means of an expert system,
which is a form of artificial intelligence.
the

development

practical

and

of

the

provide

expert
a

system

forecast

A guiding principle in

was

that

that

it

conformed

had

to

to

the

be

IDOT

requirements placed on the consulting firm under contract with IDOT
to supply frost forecasts.

To be practical, the system could not

use information not routinely or readily available to forecasters.
For

instance,

determining

soil

temperatures

potential

for

would

frost

be

formation,

quite
but

valuable

these

readily available to forecasters on a timely basis.
the

IDOT

districts

requires

that

and

for

not

forecasts
specific

be

made

locations,

for
so

not.

Furthermore,

its
if

are

in

maintenance

there

is

one

occurrence of frost somewhere in the district, it is considered to
be a frost event for the district.
The resulting expert system required the forecaster to enter
information
forecasts

about
of

recent

cloudiness,

maximum

and

maximum

minimum

and

dewpoints, precipitation, and wind speed.
are listed in Table 7 of

IV.

Append~x

temperatures

minimum

and

temperatures,

spe;cific system inputs

A.

Operational results
The winter of 1989-90 provided the first opportunity to test

the system in an operational setting.

a

The system was installed on

computer at Freese-Notis Associates in Des Moines,

meteorologists were instructed in its use.

- 4 -

and staff

The system was quickly

adapted into the frost forecasting routine and became part of the
frost forecasting procedure.
The system was used every day that a possibility of. frost
existed.

Freese-Notis meteorologists reported that the system was

overpredicting frost in the early part of the season, particularly
November and December.
had

been

developed

This was not unexpected, because the system

based

primarily

on

frost

occurrences

from

December, January and February, and early season residual bridge
and roadway heat was not appropriately accounted for.
Changes to accommodate early season resistance to frost and
cosmetic changes to streamline the system were made in preparation
for

the 1990-91 frost

season.

During this .winter season,

the

system was again used by Freese-Notis Associates, but also was used
on an episodic basis by an Iowa State University faculty member for
the purpose of obtaining an independent evaluation of the system.
The

operational

meteorologists

reported

that

the

overprediction of frost in the early season seems to have been
eliminated in the current version, although there were not as many
marginal cases in the most recent winter to adequately test the
changes.

Anet.her

observation

reported

by

the

operational

forecasters was that there seems to be excessive emphasis placed on
the occurrence of southerly winds in prediction of frost.

This

change is easily made and can be done more accurately now with the
enlarged data base.
The forecast meteorologists also raised a concern about the
verification data.

There are some maintenance residencies that

almost never report frost even though nearby locations report frost

- 5 -

very frequently.

In cases when scattered frost is occurring, there

will very likely be some frost-prone areas,
widespread

frost

occurrences.

all

residencies

would

but under cases of

likely

be

reporting

It is the absence of frost observations under the

latter conditions at some locations that leads the forecasters to
conclude that there are differences in frost observing procedures
at different residencies.
In spite of the minor inadequacies of the 1990-91 version of
the expert system,

the operational forecasters give the system

their strong endorsement.
forecast

in

system.

Two

marginal
or

They state that they never make a frost

situations without

three

individual

cases

consulting
are

the

usually

expert

run

with

different input values to test the sensitivity of frost formation
to

cloudiness,

dew-point

temperature,

or

minimum

temperature.

These "what if" tests help the forecasters to identify the most
sensitive parameters for that particular day and to focus their
attention of these high-priority items.

They treat the system like

any 0th.er forecast tool in that they use information from it in
combination with other data and model results to come up with their
final forecast.
The forecasters commented that the usefulness of the expert
system goes beyond the answer (frost or no frost) that it gives;
the

questions

forecaster ·to
relevant

to

that

the

consider
frost

system asks
in

a

the

systematic

formation.

This

forecaster
manner

helps

to

all

causes

the

parameters

organize

the

forecaster's approach to the frost forecast and ensures that all
pertinent factors are considered.

- 6 -

For example, in the early part

of the frost season,

the system asks for information about heat

retention by the bridges but in the middle or latter part of the
season this question is not asked.
Another advantage of the expert system as reported by the
operational forecasters

is that on weekends when the office is

operating under a reduced staff, the meteorologist on duty treats
the system as a colleague with whom he can test several ideas.
Under such conditions the forecasters typically.makes several runs
with the system as a substitute for having another human forecaster
for dialogue.
The Iowa State University faculty meteorologist that used the.
system

on

an

episodic

basis

focused

his

attention

on

those

situations when the system failed to forecast frost when frost
actually

occurred.

He

found

that

half

of

the

missed

frost

forecasts were a result of the expert system missing the dew-point
temperature by less than 1°F.

For the frost events of 1990-91, a

simple shift of the bias by 1°F would significantly increase the
"hit rate" without significantly increasing the "false alarm" rate.
The ISU meteorologist observed that the hit rate for roadway frost
was lower than for bridge frost but that the false alarm rate also
was very _low.

This suggests that raising the threshold criterion

for roadway frost also would improve the system performance.

The

ISU meteorologist also recommended that the role of fog formation
in conjunction with frost formation be clarified.

Under different

conditions of when it develops, fog may either enhance or suppress
frost formation.

An additional rule cla:i;-ifying the role of fog

could lead to improved system performance under these condition.

- 7 -

An additional test performed by the ISU meteorologist was designed
to evaluate the use of the overnight minimum temperature in place
of the 7 AM temperature presently used by the system.
1990-91

frost

season,

For the

this simple change significantly reduced

overprediction of frost under conditions when the nighttime minimum
temperature occurred well before sunrise.

This change is easily

made in the system and will be incorporated in the final version.

v.

Summary and Conclusions
We have studied the physical and meteorological conditions

under which frost forms on bridges and roadways in Iowa.
used

this

forecaster

information

to

develop

an

expert

in determining the likelihood of

bridges and roadways in Iowa.

system
frost

We h.ave
to

aid

a

formation on

The system is considered to be a

valued companion by operational forecasters for several reasons
which we have listed above.

They report that they definitely will

use the system for assisting in frost forecasts during the next
frost

s~ason.

We intend to make modifications recommended by both

the operational forecasters and the ISU meteorologist and deliver
a final version to Freese-Notis Associates in advance of the 199192 frost season.
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Reprinted from JOURNAL OF APP.UED METEOROLOOY, Vol. 29. No. 8, August 1990
Amenn,n Mtteorotogk11I Society

Bridge and Roadway Frost: Occurrence and Prediction by Use of an Expert System
EUGENE

S.

T AKLE

Iowa Stace University, Ames, Iowa

(Manuscript received July 1989, in· final form 26 January 1990)

ABSTRACT
A survey of the characteristics of frost occurrences on bridges and roadways derived from questionnaires
completed by higllway maintenance personnel· and analysis of more th~n 4000 frost observations in Iowa reveal
that bridge frost occurs up to 58 times annually in certain pans of the state and, roadway frost. as many as 35
times. Certain bridges or stretches of road seem frost~prone because of their location or because of adjacent
features. An expert system designed to proVide 2()..h forecasts of roadway and bridge frost has been constructed
from analysis of meteorological conditions and has been evaJuated against human forecasters. The expert system,
when supplied with perfect forecasts of commonly forecast meteorological variables, produced accui'acy comw
parable to or higher than human forecasters. Hun1an forecasters were observed to provide relatively unbiased
forecasts for bridge frost but were highly biased toward reducing false alarms for roadway frost. The expert
system. by contrast, is configured so that the decision threshold can be adjusted to give unbiased forecasts or
forecasts that are biased in either direction without significant degradation of accuracy. A suggestion is made
for the use of such a system as a management tool for separating forecast accuracy from {possibly nonmeteo-rological) deCisionwthreshold criteria.

I. Introduction

2. Frost occurrence and trost observations

Every winter, frost formation on bridges and roadways leads to considerable damage to vehicles, structures, and trees as well as occasional injury and loss of
life due to motor vehicles going out of control on slippery surfaces. Materials and manpower for frost treatment on roads and bridges iepresent a significant expense to taxpayers. Highway maintenance agencies, in
an attempt to increase the safety of highway travel
within the constraints of annually budgeted funds, require more exiensive infonnation on the characteristics
0f frost formation. Some state, county, or city highway
maintenance 0rganizations contract for forecasts of
fr·>st to take prevel)tive action or reduce the response
time.
Frost occurrences on roads and bridges are not recorded by the National Weather Service, so there is no
generally available climatology to be used as a statistical
reference for forecasting. This brief note presents some
results of a survey of the state highway department
frost observing team and a limited climatology of frost
occurrences in Iowa, A summary of some key factors
in frost formation is pre5ented, and some preliminary
results are civen from an expert system created for
forecastin• 1dge and r9adway frost.

Three conditions must exist for significant amounts
of frost to accumulate on a surface

Corres

Science.
50011.

1g auihor addre.Js: Prof. Eugene S. Talde, Atmospheric

A.gronomy HaJI, Iowa State University, Ames, IA

I. The surface temperature must be below freezing.
2. The surface temperature must be below the dewpoint temperature.
3. The dewpoint temperature must be near (even
above) freezing or else well above the surface temperature for a significant period of time.
The first condition separates dew from frost, and the
second guarantees supersaturation in the air just above
the surface. The third condition ensures that either the ·
deposition rate is high or the deposition period is long ·
enough that frost accumulation will be sufficient to be
hazardous to vehicular travel.
Frost on roads and bridges is not a routine.observation of the National Weather Service or any agency
except highway maintenance organizations. The highway maintenance-personnel in charge of observing and
reporting frost generally have no formal training in
meteorology to acquaint them with the process of frost
fonnation and the differences between frost and other
forms of ice-related meteorological processes. Nevertheless, because roadway maintenance personnel
have been asked to observe and )reat roadway and
bridge frost for several years, they probably have a better sense of the commonalities and peculiarities of frost
fonnation than most meteorologists.
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FIG. ! . Locations of Iowa Department of Transportation six maintt!nancc districts (identified.
by number in squares) and citi_es for which road and weather conditions are reported.

_>, Frost survey

fn fall 1987. a questionnaire was developed by the
author in consultation with Mr.. Don East. Assistant
Maintenance Engineer of the Iowa Department of
Transportation ( IOOT ). The questionnaire was sent
out by the fDOT to each of its maintenance garages
in the stale of Iowa. In Fig. I are shown the locations
of the six maintenance districts and 37 cities in Iowa
for which road and weather conditions are reported.
\II 125 survc)s sent out were completed and returned.
()ur ohjel:tiv~ in the survey was to capture the practical
know ledge of e.xperienced frost observers to better undc rstand frost formation as a possible aid in forecasting
its occurrence.
a. /Jmlgefi'osl

Maintenance personnel were asked whether there is
one particular bridge in their area that is likely to be
the lirst one (maybe the only one) to frost in the early
morning. Sixty-three percent of the responses indicated
that. mdeed. there was a particular bridge more likely
to be the first to frost. The responses to this question
are summarized bv district in Table I. Observers in
':en tral and no1th-eentral Iowa (Districts l and 2) report a greater likelihood of a particular bridge being
the first to frost, but those in western and southern
lov.a (Districts 3 and S) are more evenly divided on
the Question.
·
When asked to describe the characteristics of frostprone bridges. respondents indicated that most such
bridges span rivers or streams ( 43%) or railroad tracks
( 30% l, with the remainder spanning roadways, and
low-lying or other areas. The !DOT maintains more
than 3000 bridges across the state, of which 79% cross

waterways, l 0% span roadways. 5% cross railroads. with
the remaining 6% crossing other features. Therefore.
the percentage of frost-prone bridges that span waterways is only about halfofthe percentage of total bridges
that span waterways. and the percentage of frost-prone
bridges that cross railroad tracks is six times the percentage of total bridges spanning railroad tracks. From
the data reported by respondents. frost-prone bridges
over waterways are about three times as long and 10%
higher than frost-prone bridges over railroad tracks,
We have no expianation for the uncxpectediy high oc~
currence of frost on bridges spanning railroad tracks.
Sixty percent of the frost"prone bridges were of concrete construction, and 40% were steel. Of the total
number of bridges in the state, 631??:, are concrete and
37% steel, so there seems to be no foundation for pre-·
dieting frost on the basis of bridge construction type.

b. Roadway frost ,
Respondents were asked to indicate if, under conditions when roadways develop frost, there is a particTABLE 1. Is there one particular bridge that is likely to be the first
one (maybe even thC only one) to frost in the early n'lqrning in your

area?
Yes

No

II
79 (63%)

6
11
9
10
6
45 (36%)

District
I

2
3

4

5
6
Total

- 10 -

16
14
14
13
11

3

No respQnse
0
I

0
0
0
0
I (1%)

\t ·c;1

s r I '1'-10

El'GE'JE S. fAKLE

T,\Bl.E 2. \Vhcn roadways frost. is there a particular
stretch of road that st"crns likely to frost tlrsr.'
District

Yes

No response

No

9

10

0

1.1
16
I()
8

8

I)

9

I)

12

0

IJ

0
2
2 C!";,.)

8

7

63 !50'';)

60 (48c;,)

ular stretch of road that is most likely to frost first. For
the total survey sample as shown in Table 2. observers
\\Crc alml)St evenly divided on this question. However.
Districts 2 and 3 reported "yes" by nearly a 2-to- I
- m3ni.in. \1,.-hcreas District 5 and. to a lesser extent. District~..t reported a predominance of''no.'' This suggests
that the northvvcstern part of the state. having generally
cnk.li.:-r sur1:1cc temperatures and 1norc !'rost occurrcnt'es. als,) 1nay have stretches of roadv.·ay that are
n1nrt.' 1..·"nsi~lt.'nt!y suhjc1.:t to frost. ·rhc southeastern
part. h~ cnntn1~1. has higher surface temperatures. in
genera!. and !C\vcr total incidents of frost which 1nay
ClllHrihuh.' to lhl'. ahsenct: of portions of roadways that
art <..\1nsist1:ntly frost pront:.
When asked to give any particular conditions about
the stretch of roadway most likely to frost. respondents
indicated bv· a wide margin that the stretch was sheltered or shaded (Table 3). In retrospect. the mention
vfthis C\an1plc in the survey question tnay have hiascd
~;on1c ohscrvt:rs tO\\'Urd reporting this answer. Several
fl'\po1H.l~·n1"i did. howevl'r. add comn1cnts on the effect
of shdtcring in their areas. Some observers hold the
idci that there arc differences in the occurrence of frost
d\.('r asphalt and concrete. but there is no consensus
on \\ hich is rnore frost prone. More data on this are
presented later. A variety of other reasons for a particular stretch being frost prone are given in Table 3.
fable~ eives the responses to whether a roadway is
je;s likely ~o frost the morning after a day when chemical treatment for frost was applied. A majority of observers in all districts reported "no" to this question,
with District 6 having the widest margin. This suggests

that the residual effect of previous frost treatment is
mmtmally effective in suppressing a subsequent occurrence of frost.
An even wider margin of responses indicates that
traffic volume does little to suppress frost formation.
as shown in Table 5. This suggests that neither the
crushing of ice crystal structures by compaction nor
the hea·t from vehicle engines. exhaust. and tire contact
are sufficient to alter frost formation. Kinosita and Akita ya ( 1970) report that the temperature of the rear
(presumably the traction wheels) tires of a vehicle may
be 6° to 27°C higher than the air temperature. depending on surface snow or ice condition and vehicle
speed. From the survey. however. we conclude that
normal vehicular traffic does not transfer a significant
amount of this heat to the roadway to suppress frost
formation.
Table 6 summarizes the responses to the question
of whether asphalt or concrete might be more subject
10 frost formation. Also listed is the total number of
lane miles of asphalt and concrete by district. This
question <lrew a very mixed response·with asphalt ht:ing
observed to frost more frequently by 43 observers.
concrete by 48. and 30 reported no difference. There
seems to be the largest difference of opinion among
districts on this question: In Districts 2 and 3. concrete
seems to frost most often by a wide margin. whereas
in Districts 4 and 5. asphalt roads seem to frost more
frequently. Districts I and 6 are evenly.divided. The
latter two districts are centrally located in the northsouth direction within the state and also have about
half of their lane miles consisting of each surface type.
The other four districts have about 60% asphalt roads.
The northern districts, 2 and 3, report concrete more
likely to frost even though their roadways are predominantly asphalt. In the southern part of the state. asphalt
predominates both in lane miles and frost occurrence.
It is tempting to speculate that concrete frosts more
readily than asphalt under generaily colder conditions.
However. controlled physical tests would be much
more conclusive than an opinion survey on this issue.
An overwhelming majority ( 89%) of the observers
reports that age of the roadway has no bearing on
whether or not it is more or less likely to frost.

f.\BLE 3. ('om pared with other roadways, is there anything peculiar about this section of roadway
that would make it prone to frost (e.g .. sheltered area)?
:==--=-=~=~-"--""-''-

!~i~tnl't

A::.ph:.dt

···------··

Co1H:rctc

2
I)

.1

4
6

Toi:i.l

0
0
5
I
9

Seal
coat
0

j

•

0

ll,
2
II

Hilly

Sheltered/
shaded

7
8

2
0
I

Q
0
0

3

"

10
7
3

0
0
0
J

44

-

11 -

Low~

lying

River/
lake

Foam

Other
I
I

I

I

0
0
0

0
I

0
2
2

0

I)

I

I

·O

2
4

0
3

(}

4

0
I
I
I

730
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TABLE 4. Is a treated roadway less likely to frost

the next morning?

District

2
)

4

5

6
Total

Yes
8
8
10
5
8

No

No

response

9

2

4

12
14
16
I3
12

I

43

76

6

4. Frost climatology

No. of

· responses
19

21
25

22
21
17
!25

VOLUME 29

City, and Waterloo. Although Sioux City, having the
highest frequency of bridge frost reports (Fig. 2 ), is
among the residencies having a large number of bridges,
there are other residencies of much higher bridge density, (e.g., Davenport) with much lower frost frequency.
We conclude that the number density of bridges is not
a dominant factor in determining the frost pattern· of
Fig. 2.
Comparable frost-frequency data for roadways are
shown in Fig. 3. The overall pattern is similar to that
for bridges, with frequency of occurrence increasing
from southeast to northw~st. Sioux City reported the
state-maximum annual average of 35 events per year.
As with bridges, scattered frost occurs on roadways
about twice as often as widespread frost. The interannual variability, however, is comparable for both
(ratios of standard deviarion to mean being 0.28 and
0.34 for scattered and widespread, respectively) and
compares with interannual variability of scattered frost
on bridges.
Widespread roadway frost usually occurs asa result
of moist advection over a cold roadway. Bridges, on·
the other han<;I. will more frequently develop widespread frost because of radiational cooling. The differ- .
ence in interannual variability of widespread frost on
bridges versus roadways may be due to more interannual variability in advection-induced frost compared
with radiation-induced frost. A more detailed study of
synoptic events is required to confirm this.
Frost occurrences are greatest in December and January, although there is a very slight tendency for roadway frost occurrences to peak slightly_ later in the season
than bridge frost. A thoroughly cooled roadbed is a
more likely candidate for frost under warm, moist ad-

The author is not aware of any published long-term
observations of roadway or bridge frost. Observations
systematically reported and filed by the Iowa Department of Transportation provide data for at least a limited climatology of.such events for Iowa.
Data from mid-October through mid-April have
heen analyzed for the winters of 1985-86, 1986-87,
1987-88. and 1988-89. These data consist of observations made Monday through Friday except holidays
in the vicinity of the cities shown in Fig. I. For the
period studied, there were 2608 observations of bridge
frost and 1615 observations of roadway frost. Frost
"as reported as either "scattered" or "widespread" and
was recorded as such for both bridges and roadways.
Ohservations of both scattered and widespread frost
have been totaled for the four seasons and then amplified hy a factor equal to the total number of days in
1he frost season divided by the number of days observations were actually made; finally the result is divided
by 4. This procedure approximately compensates for vection.
The 30,year mean 0600 LST relative humidity for
the lack of observations on weekends and holidays and
therefore represents the estimated average number of Des Moines for December. January, and February
(peak frost months) are 79%; 75%; 77%, respectively.
occurrences of frost per frost season.
l n Fig. 2 arc shown contour plots of data for bridges. For the four-year period used in this study the average
Frost generally is more prevalent in the northwestern relative humidity values were 82%, 78%, and 80%, repart of the state and least likely in the southeast. Sioux spectively, suggesting the period had a uniform 3%
City. in the Missouri River Valley, reports by far the higher relative humidity than the long-term average.
largest number of frost occurrences (58), having 3 to Mean monthly temperatures for this period were. on
4 times as many occurrences as cities in sou_theastern average, near normal for. December and February but
4.3°C higher than normal for January. Both a higher
IO\\'J.
January
mean temperature and above-normal relative
Scattered frost occurs about twice as frequently as
"idesoread :rost. The interannual variability of scattered irost also is about twice that of widespread frost,
TABLE 5. Does the volume of traffic affect the formation of frost?
with the ratios of standard deviation to mean being
O .10 and 0. 16. respectively.
No. of
No
responses
response
Yes
No
We ha',. eompared Fig. '2 with a map oflowa show- District
ing tr" --.mber of state-maintained bridges in each of
. 19
12
6
the 99 vAntie~ (which are reasonably uniform in area).
21
2
16
5
'"""'ies having the highest number of bridges include
)
25
16
9
f
awattamie (212), Polk (212), Lynn ( 130), Scott
22
4
7
15
21
5
I
15
5
•0). Woodbury (95) and Blackhawk (86). These
17
I
4
12
6
unties. respectively, include the cities of Council
125
3
Total
36
86
luffs, Des Moines, Cedar Rapids, Davenport, Sioux
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TABLE 6. Road surface that frosts most frequently.
· Total lane miles

No
diff.

District

Asphalt

Concrete

7
3
3
10
15

8
15
17

4

2
3

0

II
4

4

5

6
Tota!

5

43

2
6
48

No

No. of

respQnse

responses

Concrete

Asphalt

3
4

19
21
25
22
21
17
125

2231
1512
1556
1725
1568
2127
10719

2013
2512
2611
2312
2475
2194
14117

3
5
3
30

humidity suggest the frost climatology herein reported
may be slightly biased toward more occurrences when
compared to the long-term average.
5. Prediction by use of an expert system
The conditions for significant accumulation of frost
on bridges and roadways are quite specific and closely
related to. but not identical with. routinely forecast
meteorological variables. The success of forecasting
frost on bridges and roadways is dependent on accum ulated expertise not a part of conventional meteorological instruction programs. These facts suggest that
this type of frost forecasting might be a suitable candictate for developing an expert system.
Under the sponsorship of the !DOT, we have developed such a system and have evaluated its potential
performance. The system, uses the Texas lnstrume~ts
expert system shell PC+, which 1s a backward-chaining system. The present system has 32 param,eters and
variables and 33 rules that use the three data items and
seven forecast variables listed in Table 7.
As now configured. the system requires the forecaster
to. supplv the items under category b of Table 7, but
some or' all of these could be supplied by numerical
models, other expert systems, or add-on frames within
the preseni system. Development of the system to the
present state allows us to evaluate its potential accuracy,
given perfect forecasts of the items in category b of
Table 7. In an operational setting, the performance of
the expert system will degrade in proportion to the
errors incurred in forecasting the items in category b
of Table?.
From December, January, and February of the four
frost seasons from 1985...:89, we found a total of 247
days for which roadway ~nd. bridg_e f~ost data were
available for the central d1stnct (Distnct I) of Iowa.
We have used hourly observations from the Des Moines
office of the National Weather Service, which is located
at the southern edge Qf the central district, to provide
data of Table 7 for each of these days for development

of the expert system rules. The rules are used in combination to estimate the temperatures separately of the
bridge and roadway, which are then compared with
the forecast of dewpoint temperature.
Table 8 defines the terms used in the verification
matrix. The original decision criterion was that frost
would form if the estimated surface temperature was
less than or equal to the dewpoint temperature. With
the system configured in this manner, it is easy to
change the decision criterion and examine the influence
on hit rate and false alarm rate. By increasing the temperature threshold by l 0 ( : , we are saying that frost will
form somewhere in the district even if the surface temperature at the reference location is l °C higher than
the dewpoint temperature. In Fig. 4 are plotted the hit
and false alarm rates for bridges and roadways as a
. function of threshold temperature. The general trend
is for both hit and false alarm rates to rise as bias increases.
Mason ( l982a) has proposed that signal detection
theory ( SDT) provides a method for analysis of the
verification matrix that allows for separating forecast
accuracy from the decision criterion. The SDT technique, outlined by Green and Swets ( 197 4) and. Swets
( 1973, 1986, 1988) allows for computations of indices
d' and {3, which are, respectively, the accuracy and decision criterion placement as determined from the
likelihood ratio. This technique has been applied to

1 ~iention ofa particular commercially available product does not
constitute endorsement of the product or the oompariy by the author,
Iowa State Univer!ity or the IDOT.
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General verification· matrix and definitions.
Observed
No

Forecast

No

Yes

a
c

Yes
b
d

Total nuffiber of events = N = a + h + c + d
Hi1 rate = fl = d/(b + d)
False alarm rate "" F = c/(u + c)
Miss rate ~ .1'1 "'h/(b + d) ·
Correct nonoccurrence = C = u/(a + c)
Sample relative frequency = S = (b + d)/N
Decision criterion ""Xe = P- 1( ! - f)
Index of accuracy = d' =Xe - P- 1( ! - ff)
Criterion placement = f3 =exp{ -0.5[d'(d' - 2xJJ}
p~i =inverse of normal probability distribution function

r:Ko. J. Estimated number of total l"rost events per

frost scas0n for roadways.

fvrecasts of a variety of .\veather variables (Mason
lcJ:lch: \kCoy 1986).
The inJex of accuracy. d'. is the number of standard
J("\. iations separaiing the means of the {assumed norr>.1at) Jistrihutioils of decision variables preceding oc,_;urrencc and preceding nonoccurrencc. Thus. <I' = 0
inJicatcs no skill because the probabilities of hit and
!'olse alarm rate are equal. The ii value i·s the likelihood
r:itio that the given data suggest occurrence over nonticcurr~ncc. The criterion placc1ncnt is considered unbiased if,:! = I. biased toward maintaining a low false
:ii arm rate at the expense of a lower hit rate if /3 > 1.
and biasv'd toward maintaining a high hit rate at the
expense of a higher false alarm rate if ;J < I.
Bridge values taken from Fig. 4 are plotted on the
SDT rc•;ativ<" operating characteristics ( ROC) curve
gcnt:rateJ frorn Gaussian distributions (Mason I 982a~
Swets 1986) as shown in Fig. 5. The range of threshold
ccmperalures used does not span the entire range of
liil and false alarms. but the limit cases must tend to,.:arcl the points ( 0. 0) and ( I. I) in Fig. 5. By using
these limits and the data points plotted we estimate by
e\ e that the data define a constant d' of about 1.4. A
comparable plot for roadways is shown in Fig. 6, where
we estimated' to be about 1.25.
f\BLt: 7.
3.)

fnfOrination

IO

be e-ntered into the expert system.

/)1:/,,/

t-.1'.,·,irn'.lnl

tempt~raH1n:

yesterday
lt>mperaturc yesterday
\!1n1r.oum \•.'.'11.,eraturc this morning

•

~-1a:\imum

h)

i-1•(('

{ h·
~r fron1 sunset tt'night to midnight tonight
1.."!1.·
'<t'f from mi<lnig.ht tonight to sunrise tomorrow
\·1·1.\11;1,,m 1ct11pcrat1..1rl' <oday
tvlir, .um ttimperature !Olllorrow morning
·int k'rnperature at 6 A.M. tomorrow
'.ation from 9 P.M. tonight to 6 ,\.M, tomorrow (yes/
1ge wind speed and wind dircctiorl from midnight to 6

1. tomorrow

I

Some of the scatter about the constant d' lines likely
would be reduced if more data were available. However.
even with very large datasets. it is reasonable to expect
that some systematic departures from constant accuracy ( d') will exist in certain ranges of/], indicating
that the system is more accurate for some ranges of
bias than for others.
The accuracy of the system also is degraded because
the input data from Table 7 refer to a fixed location
(Des Moines), whereas the verification (as few as a
single observation) may .occur anywhere in the
maintenance district. A smaller verification area or (in
the limit) colocation of input data and verification
would improve system accuracy.
For our original configuration (bias temperature
= 00 Celsi·us). we calculate an accuracy value of 1.53
and a bias ( 2.32) toward minimizing false alarms. For
roadways. the corresponding numbers are d' = 1.33
and/]= 1.90. which suggests somewhat lower accuracy
and a weaker bias toward minimizing false alarms than
for bridges.
· ·Another measure of accuracy, as suggested by Swets
( 1988 ). is the area under the ROC curve. If this area
is A and if the expert system is presented a pair of
randomly sampled weather conditions on successive
trials-always having one condition leadirlg to frost
and the other not-the expert system can correctly distinguish between them A% of the time. Integration of
the area under the data points given in Fig. 5 for bridges
yields A = 0.83. and from Fig. 6 for roadways. A
= 0.81. Swets considers A values below 0. 70 to suggest
insufficient accuracy for much practical value. and values between 0.70 and 0.9 to be useful for some purposes. By this criterion. the expert system potentially
has practical value. Swets used ROC data published by
Mason ( 19821;>) to compute A values from 0. 71 to 0.89
for forecasts of various meteoroiogical variables. Even
though the A value of forecasts made with our expert
system will be reduced by uncertainty in the input; it
has the potential to be of comparable skill compared
with other forecast procedures.
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FIG. 4. Hit rate and false alarm rate for bridges and roadways for various values of expert
system threshold temperature. Squares represent bridges and circles represent roadways, solid
symbols represent hits. open symbols represent false alarms.
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This procedure for configuring the expert system and
evaluation by means of SDT has management implications in that decision criteria based on nonmeteorological considerations may be used to determine the
optimum combination of hit rate and false alarm rate.
with the attendant accuracy being given by the SOT
curve. As an example. the consequences of a lawsuit

arising from an accident on an untreated frosty bridge
are greater. to a certain (management-determined) extent. than the consequences of sanding bridges when
a raise alarm is called. For the desired hit rate. the
transportation manger can use the SOT plot to evaluate
the expected false alarm rate and forecast accuracv and
determine the bias (threshold temperature) of the expen system to optimize these three variables. Under
the more general case in which decision criterion and
accuracy are interrelated. the choice of system accuracy
as \i·e!J as decision criterion becomes a management
choice. The expen system therefore allows management people to manage and forecasters to forecast.
v.'ithout excessive overlap.

6. c·om parison with human forecasts
For December. January. and February of the 1986 /
87 and 1987 /88 frost seasons, we found 69 days for
which roadway and bridge data were available for both
frost occurrences and frost forecasts by the private
consulting meteorologists under contract with !DOT.
We applied our expert system with zero threshold (as
in Fig. 4) and with perfect forecasts of the items in
Table 7b to these 69 days. The results (shown in Table
9 I reveal that, for bridges. the forecaster and the expert
system had comparable hit rates, but the expert syStem
had a lower false alarm rate. This resulted in a higher
accuracy ( I. 7 versus 1.2) for the expert system and a
system bias ( 1.6) toward fewer false alarms, compared
with a relatively unbiased (0.93) human. For roadways,
the expert system had higher rates for both hits and
false alarms but comparable accuracy compared with
the human forecasts. The human forecasts of roadway
fr,1st v.cre mote highly biased toward reducing false
alarms ( 2. I ) than the expert system ( 1.4). We reemphasize that the performance ofthe system is at its
T,.. sLE 9. Comparison of forecast parameters produced by human
tf>ri.'cister.5 with results. from an expert system given perfect forecasts

of i1cms in Table 7.
Roadways

Bridges

N

s

II

F

/3

d'

Expert

\

29

potential best because we have used "perfect forecasts"
of the variables in Table 7b.
7. Summary

This report gives a survey of the characteristics of
frost occurrences on roadways and bridges in Iowa from
the point of view of highway maintenance workers who
routinely check for frost. A limited climatology of frost
in Iowa based on data from four frost seasons is presented. These data show that the mean annual number
of bridge frost occurrences ranges from about 12 to 58
and that the mean annual number of roadway frost
events ranges from about 7 to 35 across the state of
Iowa, .Prediciion of frost by use of an expert system is
compared with predictions by human forecasters and
is found to have the potential to be of comparable accuracy. A procedure is suggested for using an expert
systen1 as a tool by which management considerations
can be used to establish the decision threshold criteria
without adversely influencing accuracy ifthe system is
properly configured. Under the more general case in
which the decision criterion and accuracy are interrelated; the choice of system accuracy as well as the decision criterion becomes a management choice.
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I. INTRODUCTION

,

enough that frost acc-umuiation will ·be sufficient to
affect vehicular travel.

~rost form.ation on. bridges and roadways during
cold chmates. leads to considerable damage to

w1n~er 1n

,,.eh1c!es and structures as well as occasional injurv and

loss of life due to motor vehicles going out of co~trOI on

5lippery sur(aces. Materials and manpower for fro!>t
1re:i1me·nt on roads and bridges represent a significant
e.xpense 10 tax.payers, and chemicals used for frost

supprt's$ion can lead to unintt•ntkd environmental
.;nnscquences. Hjghw:ly maintcrwnce agencies, in an
:lttt•1nrH to minimize c.hc·mical use and :lf tht• snm<· 1inw
increasl: the safety of highway tr:ivcl within 1he
i.:unstrnints ,of annually b·udgeted funds, require more
precise information on the characteristics and timing of
frost formation. Some state. county, or city llighway
m:iintenance organizations contract for forecasts of frost
to more accurately 1arge1 times and locations of
occurrences and, hence, to formulate more efficiCnt
responses.
We have developed an·e:tpert system for.forecasting
frost formation on bridges and roadways for the central
p::irr of the State of lowa. The system is based on rules
derived from er.amination of meteorological conditions and
Iowa Department of Transportation fros! repor1s for
.:entr:il Iowa during a 4-ycar period and through
dis..:-ussions with professional forecnsters with experience
in forecasting bridge and roadway frost. An evaluation
procedure adapted from signal detection theory is used to
estimate ·the rela1ive values of skill and decision criterion
(i.e., bias) for the expert system. As we have it
configu,red, our expert system has a tunable bias that can
be independently established by management.
2.

FROST OCCURRENCE AND OBSERVATIONS

ihree conditions must exist for significant amounts
of frost to accumulate on a surface

..

the surface temperature mus1 be below freezing
<he suriace temperature must be below the dew-point
:emperaturethe dew-point temperature must be near (even above)
f rc-..\'zing or J;\!Se well above the surface temperature
for a significant period of time.

The first condition sep:lrates dew from frost, and the
second guarantee~ supersaturation in the :iir just above
the surface. The third coi:idition ensures that either the
deposition rate is high or lhe deposi1ion period is long
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In Iowa we can usually identify either advection or
radiation as the primary cause of a frost event.
Advection frost results from encroachment by air with
.water~vapor pressure exceeding the saturation vapor
.
pressure corresponding to the temperature of the surface
Su~~ ~vents often are accompanied by cloudiness and
.
sul I 1c1t•nt wind 10 minimize orogr:lphic effects. These .
conditions, being of fairly large scale, are observable in
the synoptic data :ind, therefore, are easier ro forecast.
!:ro~t occUrring bc1,.:ausc of r<idianl cooling of the surface
1s much more localized and, hence, more difficult to
forecast,
For the past several years, the Iowa Department of
Transportation (!DOT) has contracted with a private
weather forecasting firm to provide yes/no forecasts of
frost on bridges and roadways in .each of six maintenance
distr_icts covering the state. Forecasts are required and
observations made from mid-October through mid-April.
Frost events usually occur near sunrise, so to allow
sufficient preparation time, IDOT requires the fros!
forecast to be delivered before noon for the following
morning (i.e., :ibout an 18-hr forecaSI). If the forecas1 is
"yes", trucks !oade.d with sand are deployed at 5:45 am to
spread sand on bridges and tb treat frost patches
observed on roadways. Daily {Monday through Friday)
reports by maintenance workers of frost observations
were submitted 10 the state headqtiarters l11 Ames. There
are 37 Cities from which reports originate (i.e., about six
per district). Although rriaintenance Workers report frost
as either "scattered" or "widespread," we consider either
to qualify as a frost' event. If there ls a single
observation of frost in a maintenance district, a "yes"
forecast is ~onsidercd a hit. Therefore, if frost had been
forecast for both roads and bridges over the whole slate
and frost did cover the entire state, there would be 37
reports of bridge frost, 37 reports of roadway frost, and
six hits each for bridges and roadways. Under current
procedures IDOT docs not receive forecasts of road frost.
During the winter seasons of 1985-86, 1986-87, 1987-88,
and l 988-89 there were 2608 .observations of bridge frost
and 1615 observations of roadway frost.

J. PREDICTION BY USE OF AN EXPERT SYSTEM

Tnblc 2.

General verificatlon matrix and
definitions.

Under the sponsorship of the !DOT, we h::ive

developed an expert system that produces forecasts of
fro.st separately for roads and bridges. The system uses
the Teltas Instruments expert system sfiell PC+l, which is
a backward~chaining system. The present system has 32
par:imeteors and variables and 33 rules that use the 3 data
items and 7 forecast variables listed in Table I.
As presently configured, the system requires the
forecaster to supply the items under category b of Table
I, but some or all of these could be- supplied by
numerical models, ·other. C)(pert sys1ems, -or add~on frames
witl'iin the present system. Development of ·the system to
the present state allows us to evaluate its potential
accuracy, given perfect forecasts of the items in category
b of Table I. In an openuional seuing, the performance
of the expert system will degrade in proportion lv the
errors incurred in forecasting the items in category b of
Table I.

Table l.
a)

bl

Information to be entered into the
expert system

Data

Observed
Yes

No

a

b

Yes

c

d

Forecast

total number of events = ~ = a + b
hit rate= H = d/(b + d)
false alarm rate = F = c/(a + c)
miss rate

+

c + d

= M = _!?__
b+d

correct nonoccurrcnce =·C =

a
O+C

sample relative frequency

= xc

decision criterion
index of accuracy

= S = (b
p-

= d = xc
1

1

+ d)/N

(1-F)
1

- P- (1-H)

p =
0.5 !d'(d' - 2< c I I [

criterion placement
exp

Minimum temperature yesterday
Maximum temperuture y1H1tcrday
Minimum temperature this morning
Forecasts

No

l-

1
p' • =inverse of normnl probability
distribution function.

Cloud cov<Cr from l:IUnscL lonighL to
midnight tonight
Cloud cover from midn-ight tonight to
sunrise tomorrow
Maximum temperature today
Minimum temperature tomorrow morning
'Dew-point temperature aL 6 a.m. tomorrow
Precipitation from 9 p.m. tonight to
6 a.m. tomorrow (yes/no)
Average wind speed and wind direction from
midnight to 6 a.m. tomorrow

From December, January, and February of the four
frost seasons from 1985-89, we found a total of 247 days
for which roadway and bridge frost data were available
for the central district (District I) of Iowa. We have
used hourly observations from the Des Moines office of
the N::ition-a.I Weather Service, which is located at the
southern edge of the central district, to provide data of
Table I for each of these days for development of the
~xpert system rUles. The rules are used in combination to
estimate the temperatures separately of the bridge and
ro::idway, which are then c<>mpared with the forecast of
dew-point temperature.
T3ble 2 defines the terms used in the verific::ition

matrix. The original decision criterion was that frost
would form if the estimated surface temperature was less
than or equal-to the dew-point temperature. With the
svstero configured in this manner, it is easy to change the
d.ecision criterion 3nd examine the influence on hit rate
J.nd f:ilse alarm rate. By increasing ·the temper:iture
threshold by 1°F. we are saying that frost will form
somewhere in the district even if the surface temperature
at the reference location is 1°F higher than the dew-point
I ~1errtion of a particular commercially available product
does not constitU1e endorsement of the product or the
comp:iny bY the author or the IDOT.
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temperature. In Fig. I are plotted the hit and false alarm
rates for bridges and roadways as a function of threshold
temperature. The general trend is for both hit and false
abrm rates to rise as bias increases.
Mason ( !982a) has proposed that signal detection
thc?r.y (~OT) provides a method for analysis of the
\·cnficauon matrix that allows for separating .forecast
;iccuracy from the decision criterion. The SOT. technique
outlined by Green and Swets (1974) and Swets (1973, 19.86,
1988) allows for computations of indices d' and B which
are, respectively, the accuracy and 'decision criterio'n
placei:nent :is determined ftom the likelihood ratio. This
technique has been applied to forecasts of a variety of
weather variables (M:ison, 1982b; McCoy, 1986).
Tlie index. of accuracy, d', is the num.ber or' standard
of the (assumed normal)
distributions of decision variables preceding o.ccurrence
and preceding nonoccurrence. Thus. d' = O indicates no
skill because the probabilities of hit and false alarm rate
:lrc CQU:lf, The r. value is the likelihood ratio !hat the
given data suggest occurrence over nonocCurrence. The
criterion placement is considered unbiased if (3 "' I
l>i:ised to~:ard 'maintaining a low false alarm rate at ;he
expense of a lower hit rate if i'. >I, and biased toward
maintaining a high hit rate -at the expense of a higher
false alarm rate if /. <I.
d?vi~tions separating the means

flridge v::ilues taken from Fig. I are plotted on the
SDT relative operating ch,,actcdstics (ROC) curve
g<:nt•ratcd.from Gaussia,n dis1ributions (Mason, 1982a;
Swets, 1986} as shown in Fig. 2. The range of threshold
temperatures used does not span the entire range of hit
and false ::ilarms, bu1 the lin1it cases must tend toward the
points _(0,0) and (I,!) in Fig. 2. By using these !im_its and
the points plotted, we estimate by eye that the data
di..>finc a d' of about 1.4. A comparable plot for
roadways is shown in· Fig. 3, where we estimate the d' to
be about !..25.

For our original configuroition (bias femper'ature =0
r-ahrcnheit degrees), we calculate an nccun1cy value of
l.53 and a bias (2.32) toward minimizing false alarms. For
ro::idways, the corresponding numbers are d' .. !.33 and
:) = l.90, which suggests somewhat lower accuracy and a
wc:-iker bias toward minimizing false alarms than for
bridges.
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Hit rate and false alarm rate for bridges and

roadways for various values of expert sYstem
threshold (dew-pOint depression) temperature.
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Squares represent bridges and cir.c!es
represent roadways; solid symbols represent
hits, open symbols represent false alarms.
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Another measure of accuracy, as suggested by Swets
( 1988), is the area under the ROC curve. Jf this area is
A and if the expert system is presented a pair of
randomly snmp!ed ~e::uher conditions on successive trials - alway5 having one condition leading to frost and the
other not
the expert system can correctly distinguish
bc1wren theni A %1 of the lime. Integration of the area
under the data points given 'in Fig. 2 for bridges Yields A
"' 0.83, and from Fig. 3 for roadways. A = 0.81. Swets
considers A values below 0.70 to suggest insufficient
:iccuracy for much practical value, and values between
0.70 and 0,9 to be us<.'ful for s6me purposes. l.ly this
cri!crion, the expert system potentially has practical
\·:-due. Swets used'ROC data published by Mason (1982b)
to compute A values from 0. 71 to 0.89 for forecasts of
v;1rious meteorological variables. Even though the A .,·alue
of forecasts made with our expert system will be reduced
by uncertainty in the input, it has the potential to be of
comparahle skill compared with other foreca.st procedures.
-¥

.2

00

Values of criterion placement ( B ) and
accuracy (d') for combinations of hit and
false alarm rates taken from Fig. l for roadways.

Values' of criterion placement { {; ) and
accuracy {d') for combinations of hit and
false alarm rates taken from Fig, I for ·
bridges.

Some of the scatter abou1 the constant d' lines
!ike!y would be reduced if more data were available.
However, even with very large data sets. it is reasonable
10 expect th::it some systeinatic departures from constant
accuracy (d') will exist in certain ranges of t·: ,
indicating that the system is more accurate for some
ranges of bias than for others.
"
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COMPARISON WITH llUMAN FORECASTS

For ·December, January, and February of the 1936-87
::ind !987.:88 frost seasons, we found 69 days for which
roadway anq bridge data were· aVailable for both frost
oc.:urrcnces and frost forecasts _by. the private consulting
meteorologist~ 'under contract with IDOT. We applied our
expert system with zero threshold tns in Fig. I) and with
rerfect forecasts of the iteins in Table I b to these 69
days. The results (shown in Table 3) reveal that, for

Table 3.

Comparison of forecast parameters
produced by human forecasters with
results from an expert system giYcn
perfect forecasts of items ln Table I.
Bridges

Human
N

s

H
F

fJ
d'

Fore·caster

Expert
System

69
0.57
0.74
0.30
0.93
1.2

69
0.57
0.72
0. 13
1.6
1. 7

Roadways
Buman.
Expert
Forecaster
Sys tern
69
0.32
0.55
0. 11
2 .1
l. 4

69
0.32
0.68
0. 17
1.4
1. 4
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5. SUMMARY
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Abstract
We have developed an expert system for producing 20-hour forecasts of frost
occurrence on bridges and roadways. The conditions for frost occurrence were
determined by use of over 4000 observations of frost by state highway-maintenance
personnel during 4 frost seasons, discussions with private forecasters who have
experience in forecasting bridge and roadway frost, and meteorological observations at
the nearby office of the National Wea1her Service. The expert system uses a
commercially available Lisp-based, backward-chaining shell. The system has 32
parameters and variables and 33 rules that use 3 data items and 7 commonly forecast
variables (e.g., max and min temperatures, dew point, cloud cover) to be supplied by a
forecaster, a numerical model, or another expert system.
Roadway /bridge frost is an example of a class of forecasting problems where an end
user (in this case a state highway-maintenance organization) imposes a management
decision criterion on the forecaster. For example, the highway agency may put emphasis
on having a high "hit" rate (correctly forecasting frost occurrence) at the expense of a
correspondingly high "false-alarm" rate (calling for frost when none occurs). Our expert
system is configured so that 'this decision criterion can be adjusted at the discretion of
the highway-maintenance management without adversely affecting the forecast accuracy
as determined by signal detection theory.
The system was supplied with perfect forecasts of the 7 required variables, and its
frost forecasts were compared with those of human forecasters for a sample of 69 days.
The accuracy 'cas measured by signal detection theory) of the expert system was
comparable to or higher than the human forecaster. In real-time application, of course,
the inaccuracy ofthe input variables will degrade the overall accuracy of the expertsystem-based forecast. The human forecasters were observed to provide a relatively
unbi~sed (favoring neither high hit rates nor low false-alarm rates) forecast for bridge
frost but were highly biased toward rectucing false alarms for roadway frost. The expert
system, by contrast, is configured so that the decision threshold can be adjusted to give
unbiased forecasts or forecasts that are biased toward emphasizing eithe.r a high hit rate
or a low false alarm rate without significant degradation of accuracy.

1

The system was used operationally during the 1989-90 frost season. Forecasters
typically ran the system 2-4 times with different forecast input in preparing the final
frost forecast. System configuration allows multiple runs to be made quickly .. with 2-4
runs requiring less than· I0 minutes. Forecasters viewed the system as a consultant
whose response they valued, particularly on weekends when a forecaster otherwise
worked alone.
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